
with its straw, its dung, its cocks and its hens, is not (we have come to think) a poetic
subject; poets seem either to rule out the farmyard entirely or to require that it shall
be a farmyard in Thessaly and its pigs of mythological origin. But Chaucer says
outright:

Three large sowes hadde she, and namo,
Three kyn, and eek a sheep that highte Malle;

or again,

A yard she hadde, enclosed al aboute
With stikkes, and a drye ditch with-oute.

He is unabashed and unafraid. He will always get close up to his object--an old man's
chin--

With thikke bristles of his berde unsofte,
Lyk to the skin of houndfish, sharp as brere;

or an old man's neck--

The slakke skin aboute his nekke shaketh
Whyl that he sang;

and he will tell you what his characters wore, how they looked, what they ate and
drank, as if poetry could handle the common facts of this very moment of Tuesday,
the sixteenth day of April, 1387, without dirtying her hands. If he withdraws to the
time of the Greeks or the Romans, it is only that his story leads him there. He has no
desire to wrap himself round in antiquity, to take refuge in age, or to shirk the
associations of common grocer's English.

Therefore when we say that we know the end of the journey, it is hard to quote the
particular lines from which we take our knowledge. Chaucer fixed his eyes upon the
road before him, not upon the world to come. He was little given to abstract
contemplation. He deprecated, with peculiar archness, any competition with the
scholars and divines:

The answere of this I lete to divynis,
But wel I woot, that in this world grey pyne is.
What is this world? What asketh men to have?

Now with his love, now in the colde grave
Allone, withouten any companye,

O cruel goddes, that governe
This world with binding of your worde eterne,

And wryten in the table of athamaunt



Your parlement, and your eterne graunt,
What is mankinde more un-to yow holde

Than is the sheepe, that rouketh in the folde?

Questions press upon him; he asks them, but he is too true a poet to answer them; he
leaves them unsolved, uncramped by the solution of the moment, and thus fresh for
the generations that come after him. In his life, too, it would be impossible to write
him down a man of this party or of that, a democrat or an aristocrat. He was a staunch
churchman, but he laughed at priests. He was an able public servant and a courtier, but
his views upon sexual morality were extremely lax. He sympathised with poverty, but
did nothing to improve the lot of the poor. It is safe to say that not a single law has
been framed or one stone set upon another because of anything that Chaucer said or
wrote; and yet, as we read him, we are absorbing morality at every pore. For among
writers there are two kinds: there are the priests who take you by the hand and lead
you straight up to the mystery; there are the laymen who imbed their doctrines in
flesh and blood and make a complete model of the world without excluding the bad or
laying stress upon the good. Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Shelley are among the
priests; they give us text after text to be hung upon the wall, saying after saying to be
laid upon the heart like an amulet against disaster--

Farewell, farewell, the heart that lives alone
He prayeth best that loveth best
All things both great and small

--such lines of exhortation and command spring to memory instantly. But Chaucer
lets us go our ways doing the ordinary things with the ordinary people. His morality
lies in the way men and women behave to each other. We see them eating, drinking,
laughing, and making love, and come to feel without a word being said what their
standards are and so are steeped through and through with their morality. There can be
no more forcible preaching than this where all actions and passions are represented,
and instead of being solemnly exhorted we are left to stray and stare and make out a
meaning for ourselves. It is the morality of ordinary intercourse, the morality of the
novel, which parents and librarians rightly judge to be far more persuasive than the
morality of poetry.

And so, when we shut Chaucer, we feel that without a word being said the criticism
is complete; what we are saying, thinking, reading, doing, has been commented upon.
Nor are we left merely with the sense, powerful though that is, of having been in good
company and got used to the ways of good society. For as we have jogged through the
real, the unadorned country-side, with first one good fellow cracking his joke or
singing his song and then another, we know that though this world resembles, it is not
in fact our daily world. It is the world of poetry. Everything happens here more
quickly and mere intensely, and with better order than in life or in prose; there is a
formal elevated dullness which is part of the incantation of poetry; there are lines



speaking half a second in advance what we were about to say, as if we read our
thoughts before words cumbered them; and lines which we go back to read again with
that heightened quality, that enchantment which keeps them glittering in the mind
long afterwards. And the whole is held in its place, and its variety and divagations
ordered by the power which is among the most impressive of all--the shaping power,
the architect's power. It is the peculiarity of Chaucer, however, that though we feel at
once this quickening, this enchantment, we cannot prove it by quotation. From most
poets quotation is easy and obvious; some metaphor suddenly flowers; some passage
breaks off from the rest. But Chaucer is very equal, very even-paced, very
unmetaphorical. If we take six or seven lines in the hope that the quality will be
contained in them it has escaped.

My lord, ye woot that in my fadres place,
Ye dede me strepe out of my povre wede,

And richely me cladden, o your grace
To yow broghte I noght elles, out of drede,
But feyth and nakedness and maydenhede.

In its place that seemed not only memorable and moving but fit to set beside striking
beauties. Cut out and taken separately it appears ordinary and quiet. Chaucer, it
seems, has some art by which the most ordinary words and the simplest feelings
when laid side by side make each other shine; when separated, lose their lustre. Thus
the pleasure he gives us is different from the pleasure that other poets give us,
because it is more closely connected with what we have ourselves felt or observed.
Eating, drinking, and fine weather, the May, cocks and hens, millers, old peasant
women, flowers--there is a special stimulus in seeing all these common things so
arranged that they affect us as poetry affects us, and are yet bright, sober, precise as
we see them out of doors. There is a pungency in this unfigurative language; a stately
and memorable beauty in the undraped sentences which follow each other like
women so slightly veiled that you see the lines of their bodies as they go--

And she set down hir water pot anon
Biside the threshold in an oxe's stall.

And then, as the procession takes its way, out from behind peeps the face of Chaucer,
in league with all foxes, donkeys, and hens, to mock the pomps and ceremonies of
life-- witty, intellectual, French, at the same time based upon a broad bottom of
English humour.

 
So Sir John read his Chaucer in the comfortless room with the wind blowing and the
smoke stinging, and left his father's tombstone unmade. But no book, no tomb, had
power to hold him long. He was one of those ambiguous characters who haunt the
boundary line where one age merges in another and are not able to inhabit either. At
one moment he was all for buying books cheap; next he was off to France and told his



mother, "My mind is now not most upon books." In his own house, where his mother
Margaret was perpetually making out inventories or confiding in Gloys the priest, he
had no peace or comfort. There was always reason on her side; she was a brave
woman, for whose sake one must put up with the priest's insolence and choke down
one's rage when the grumbling broke into open abuse, and "Thou proud priest" and
"Thou proud Squire" were bandied angrily about the room. All this, with the
discomforts of life and the weakness of his own character, drove him to loiter in
pleasanter places, to put off coming, to put off writing, to put off, year after year, the
making of his father's tombstone.

Yet John Paston had now lain for twelve years under the bare ground. The Prior of
Bromholm sent word that the grave-cloth was in tatters, and he had tried to patch it
himself. Worse still, for a proud woman like Margaret Paston, the country people
murmured at the Pastons' lack of piety, and other families she heard, of no greater
standing than theirs, spent money in pious restoration in the very church where her
husband lay unremembered. At last, turning from tournaments and Chaucer and
Mistress Anne Hault, Sir John bethought him of a piece of cloth of gold which had
been used to cover his father's hearse and might now be sold to defray the expenses
of his tomb. Margaret had it in safe keeping; she had hoarded it and cared for it, and
spent twenty marks on its repair. She grudged it; but there was no help for it. She sent
it him, still distrusting his intentions or his power to put them into effect. "If you sell
it to any other use," she wrote, "by my troth I shall never trust you while I live."

But this final act, like so many that Sir John had undertaken in the course of his
life, was left undone. A dispute with the Duke of Suffolk in the year 1479 made it
necessary for him to visit London in spite of the epidemic of sickness that was
abroad; and there, in dirty lodgings, alone, busy to the end with quarrels, clamorous to
the end for money, Sir John died and was buried at Whitefriars in London. He left a
natural daughter; he left a considerable number of books; but his father's tomb was
still unmade.

The four thick volumes of the Paston letters, however, swallow up this frustrated
man as the sea absorbs a raindrop. For, like all collections of letters, they seem to
hint that we need not care overmuch for the fortunes of individuals. The family will
go on, whether

Sir John lives or dies. It is their method to heap up in mounds of insignificant and
often dismal dust the innumerable trivialities of daily life, as it grinds itself out, year
after year. And then suddenly they blaze up; the day shines out, complete, alive,
before our eyes. It is early morning, and strange men have been whispering among the
women as they milk. It is evening, and there in the churchyard Warne's wife bursts out
against old Agnes Paston: "All the devils of Hell draw her soul to Hell." Now it is the
autumn in Norfolk, and Cecily Dawne comes whining to Sir John for clothing.
"Moreover, Sir, liketh it your mastership to understand that winter and cold weather
draweth nigh and I have few clothes but of your gift." There is the ancient day, spread
out before us, hour by hour.



But in all this there is no writing for writing's sake; no use of the pen to convey
pleasure or amusement or any of the million shades of endearment and intimacy
which have filled so many English letters since. Only occasionally, under stress of
anger for the most part, does Margaret Paston quicken into some shrewd saw or
solemn curse. "Men cut large thongs here out of other men's leather…. We beat the
bushes and other men have the birds…. Haste reweth… which is to my heart a very
spear." That is her eloquence and that her anguish. Her sons, it is true, bend their pens
more easily to their will. They jest rather stiffly; they hint rather clumsily; they make
a little scene like a rough puppet show of the old priest's anger and give a phrase or
two directly as they were spoken in person. But when Chaucer lived he must have
heard this very language, matter of fact, unmetaphorical, far better fitted for narrative
than for analysis, capable of religious solemnity or of broad humour, but very stiff
material to put on the lips of men and women accosting each other face to face. In
short, it is easy to see, from the Paston letters, why Chaucer wrote not Lear or
Romeo and Juliet, but the Canterbury Tales.

Sir John was buried; and John the younger brother succeeded in his turn. The
Paston letters go on; life at Paston continues much the same as before. Over it all
broods a sense of discomfort and nakedness; of unwashed limbs thrust into splendid
clothing; of tapestry blowing on the draughty walls; of the bedroom with its privy; of
winds sweeping straight over land unmitigated by hedge or town; of Caister Castle
covering with solid stone six acres of ground, and of the plain-faced Pastons
indefatigably accumulating wealth, treading out the roads of Norfolk, and persisting
with an obstinate courage which does them infinite credit in furnishing the bareness
of England.


